BOWLING TONIGHT?

...this calls for

Budweiser.

Enjoy the King of Beers!

Felt, looks, fits and weather-performs like a Baracuta...yet, its supremacy has been further enhanced with the virtue of drip drying washability. Machine wash it...hand wash it...its weather resisting qualities will last through countless launderings. British tailored from thick texture, all cotton "breathing" poplin. Used with washable, weatherized Tattersal poplin. Natural, of course.

32.50

Tech Coop

Price To Read Letters
Of Van Gogh For MFA

- A dramatic reading of the
letters of Vincent van Gogh
will be presented by Vincent
Price, well-known film
and stage personality, on
Sunday, April 7 at 3 p.m.
in Jordan Hall. This single performance
is sponsored by the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts in conjunc-
tion with their exhibition of
the works of van Gogh and
is a benefit for the Museum
School Scholarship Fund.

Van Gogh understood his
soul, and the essence of his
art, in his letters to his art-
dealer brother, Theo, which
explains the title of the reading:
"Those Theo." Using the writ-
ten word with the same explo-
sive vitality of his brush and
palette, van Gogh tells his own
story better than anyone else.
Here in his letters are all his
flashes of brilliance, humor, and
composition.

Tickets are available through
the Division of Education.
Museum of Fine Arts, Bost-o
at $5, $4, $3, and $2.
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